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A Toxic Vision

With Paper Dreams Nortse once again has begun the process of remaking himself. Since his initial training, which took him to art institutions in mainland China and Tibet, Nortse has amassed experiences that might feasibly take the average person several lifetimes to accumulate. He has run a billboard painting company, an art gallery for tourists, a handmade paper factory and a photographic studio specialising in wedding photography; he has designed carpets and worked as a set designer for Tibet Television (XZTV). Yet he also has found the time to become an acclaimed contemporary artist. Just as his career defies definition, so, too, does his artistic practice.

Since the mid-1980s, Nortse has moved between installation, photography, oil painting, ready-made multimedia compositions and sculpture. His subjects have ranged from landscapes to (self) portraits, from claustrophobic interiors to expansive horizons and from the sacred to the profane. Yet none of this should, in any way, suggest that the artist lacks focus, for he has consistently grappled with a series of global questions, to which he invariably responds using a tightly focussed Lhasa lens. Lhasa, Nortse’s home, gives him the experiences and, in a very physical sense, the materials he needs to work through issues of pollution, environmental degradation, the potential for violence and the continual erosion of cultural identity through mass production and globalisation.
As a curator of a large historical Tibet collection in Liverpool, UK, I first became aware of Nortse’s work in 2008. I was, at that point, just starting out on a long-term museum project to bring contemporary voices to Tibet and its diasporas. It was time for a change; the representation of Tibet in museums across North America and Europe had been, for more than a century, heavily cloaked in a robe of timeless spirituality and remoteness that says nothing of the contemporary region. The same year, Rossi & Rossi showed The State of Imbalance, a solo exhibition that made abundantly clear the artist’s growing obsession with self-portraiture—then a new direction for contemporary artists from Tibet. Nortse’s self-portraits, whose disconcertingly out-of-proportion heads are tightly bound (a reference to his father’s death) with everything from Tibetan printed prayers and texts to a child’s surgical mask, feel oppressive and threatening, and tell of personal tragedies whilst also raising questions over cultural and individual identity. These works say much about what it means to be Tibetan in the twenty-first century and, as a result, Nortse was one of the first artists whose work I decided to collect for the museum.

The three works that came to Liverpool—Prayer Wheel (2007), Big Brother (2007) and Automan (2007)—allude to the personal struggles that Tibetans living in Tibet face. In these photographic self-portraits drenched in rich colour, but set against stark-white backgrounds, Nortse asks his audience who or what he should be: the traditional Tibetan, the informer or even, perhaps, the superhero, an idealised imagining of a Tibetan as seen through Western eyes. In each portrait, he is loaded down with material markers of his chosen identity, from the prayer wheel, to the walkie-talkie, to the gun inspired by science fiction.
Nortse has continued to use the portrait and a series of material objects to discuss issues of loss and alienation. Most disconcertingly in the present show is Red Tablecloth (2015), in which one of the artist’s celebrated self-portraits hangs above a table, upon which rests a paper gun. While the self-portrait and the impossibly cramped room have become reoccurring features of his paintings, he has started to turn his attention to a new motif, the folded paper boat, which is occasionally made of Tibetan pecha, or manuscript pages. These paper motifs, Nortse says, “represent the memory of childhood, as a symbol of hope and spiritual sustenance”; however, he adds, “When I combine the memories and idea together, the artworks turn out to be very heavy.” These impermanent vessels can be seen carrying a range of identikit passengers, including what Nortse calls ‘clones’, a series of mannequin torsos, whose plastic bodies become fluid and drip through the base of their ineffectual vehicles. These ghostly ships also carry a series of hooded figures to an unknown destination—their bodies ominously slumped in meditation and clothed in the red cloth of the Tibetan monk.

The artist may be in flux, but he continues to include a number of binding elements that create connective threads across his constantly changing practice. The use of red handwoven cloth worn by monks to truss and wrap has, for example, been a feature of Nortse’s work since 1987, when he produced Bound Up Scenery, a performative piece. He staged this piece in the Changtang, a plateau in northwest Tibet, one of the last great wildernesses in the world and traditionally home to many of Tibet’s nomadic communities; here, Nortse wrapped himself in red and white lengths of fabric.

In an installation piece recorded for Paper Dreams, entitled Scene in the Desert (2014), he returns to the wide-open spaces of the Tibetan landscape in order to rework the red monastic cloth once again. Scene in the Desert follows on from an installation piece, entitled Zen Meditation, produced in 2012 and shown in Anonymous: Contemporary Tibetan Art at several venues across the United States from 2013 to 2015. In the earlier work, Nortse showed twelve meditating monks sitting within the framework of a meditational tent. These figures were completely enveloped by their robes; money casually thrown at their feet and in their laps. This time, Scene in the Desert takes the cloth out of its controlled space and reinstates it into the Tibetan plateau. The piece features a series of faded and worn monastic robes draped in a way that is highly evocative of a lama’s outer cloak or dagam, the type which is placed on the throne when the lama is absent from his monastic seat (the most well known being those of the fourteenth Dalai Lama, Tenzin Gyatso, which are shown in Lhasa’s Potala Palace). These battered monastic robes are a kind of cultural place marker; they attest to the continuing potency of Tibetan Buddhism and, despite its momentary absence, wait patiently for their owners to return. Nortse roots these
robes and what they represent into a pristine Tibetan landscape featuring turquoise-coloured lakes and snow-covered mountains. This is Tibet’s cultural heartland, a place that is devoid of recent commercial development and industrialisation, and the place to which Tibetan Buddhism will return.

Throughout his career, Nortse has manipulated a range of ready-made objects, such as the red cloth, in order to work through the effects of cultural change, industrialisation and mass-produced consumer goods. He has incorporated into his works, including Nyi ma mar po / Red Sun (2006), the decapitated body parts of a statue of Shakyamuni Buddha and lengths of khatak, the white ceremonial scarf of Tibet. Most recently, in a 2013 piece, Alienation, the artist used a collection of once-sacred Tibetan book covers repurposed as washing and chopping boards during the Cultural Revolution to raise questions over cultural loss and, specifically, the remaking of Tibet’s material culture. With his recent object-based experiments, Nortse has invited us into a very different material world of mass-produced toxicity, where seemingly innocuous items have the ability to form a harmful force field between the viewer and Tibet’s cultural landscape.

His new focus—cheap cutlery made from a porcelainlike plastic material—has given him the tools to explore objects that were once integral to the act of nourishing the body, and whose purpose is now seemingly reversed. “The porcelainlike tableware I used were very cheap, made from some illegal workshops”, Nortse explains. “It will do harm to people’s health if they use these unqualified product[s] every day.” Here, through the usually unacknowledged detritus of life, bought in the market stalls of Lhasa, Nortse draws our attention to the harm that mass-produced consumer culture is inflicting on people’s physical well-being. Furthermore, how he chooses to work with these substandard materials also reflects on the damage that such large-scale production wreaks on the Tibetan cultural body as a whole.

Look closely and you will see that each and every one of the plastic utensils used in these works has been snapped. Nortse thus accentuates their toxicity, allowing the poisonous substances contained inside each plate and spoon to seep out. In several of these new works, the artist builds cages or wirelike fences with the utensils—making it dangerous, if not impossible, for the viewer to reach beyond them and rescue the fragments of Tibetan culture that are trapped behind the polluting forces of mass production. In some cases, only fragments of Tibetan pecha are left to be rescued; while in other works, such as Mandala I (2014–15), an entire Tibetan Buddhist cosmic diagram, or mandala, is subdued under the forces of a series of geomantic lines. Here, the artist reveals a new world order,
in which a malign, mass-produced tradition is able to dominate and suppress Tibet and its culture. In other works, Nortse turns the snapped spoons into steps on a rope ladder, suggesting the alternative levels of attainment that can be reached if one participates in a consumer culture. For the artist, there will, however, always be casualties in this search for an alternative enlightenment and, in this case, it is the Tibetan language, represented by the loose-leaf pages of the Tibetan pecha. In climbing the ladder, one must walk over Tibetan culture and its language, crushing it during the climb towards consumer nirvana.

Fragments of snapped plastic also play a role in Nortse’s skeletal forms of Tibetan Buddhist beings, more commonly seen in painted thangkas, or meditational paintings. Laid out flat in this way and contained within a frame, they appear as if recently unearthed from a long-forgotten grave—perhaps suggesting the archaeological remains of a distant civilisation. In some cases, the artist has taken their skeletal appearance literally, producing his own plastic versions of Shri Shmashana Adhipati (Chitipati), the Father-Mother wisdom protector deities who are commonly depicted as dancing skeletons. In other cases, he hones down onto a row of meditating Buddhas, stripping them back to their new harmful plastic core and, with a large dollop of irony, he fashions in plastic Sarasvati (yang chen ma lha chu sum), the goddess of literature, poetry and wisdom. Here, the integrity of the protector of artistic creativity and knowledge is starting to shatter, and her cheap plastic persona is breaking away and scattering in the breeze.

Nortse once said, “Every once in a while, I feel I need to change every facet of my style of expression, from technique to medium, because for me, ‘duplicating’ myself is a very painful experience, which makes it difficult for me to continue using any one method for very long”.

With these new works, we see the artist on the move once again, remaking himself with new modes of expression. Nortse is now in the process of pushing away his preoccupations with his personal struggles and sense of identity—and instead, he is allowing a new toxic vision to emerge.

Emma Martin is Head of Ethnology for National Museums Liverpool and Lecturer in Museology at the University of Manchester.

---

1   Email correspondence with the author, March 2015.
2   Email correspondence with the author, March 2015.
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